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***

Wright Mills, in his book “The Power Elite” (1.956), indicates that the key to understanding
the American concern would be in the over-organization of his society.

Thus, the establishment would be “the elite group formed by the union of the political,
military, economic, university and mass media sub-elites of the United States”, lobbies that
would be interconnected by “a restless alliance based on their community of interests and
led by military metaphysics” a concept based on a military definition of  reality  that  would
have transformed the economy into a permanent economic war and whose paradigm would
be the Rockefellers  by  participating in  financial  lobbying,  military  and industry  and one of
whose members, David would be the driver of “Trilateral Commission” (TC) or Trilateral
(1973).

The Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) was created in 1947 by
Harry  S.  Truman,  replacing  the  Office  of  Strategic  Services  (OSS)  to  investigate
administrative and fiscal files without judicial authorization and with the initial philosophy of
providing the President with a second point of view drawn up by civilians compared to that
provided by the military of the National Security Agency (NSA).
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Until Eisenhower, the CIA was only the central intelligence organization for the United States
government  and  was  behind  multiple  insurgent  training  tasks  and  destabilizing
governments  contrary  to  Pentagon  policies,  but  the  military  and  financial  lobbies  (both
fagged by the Zionist lobby) could not resist the temptation to create a de facto government
that manipulated the intricacies of power, leading to the emergence of a new entity: the
military-industrial  complex,  in Eisenhower’s words and the control  of  the United States
Congress and Senate.

Eisenhower himself, a year before the end of his term,
delivered a premonitory speech of the subsequent mutation of the initial “Campus” until the
shadow  government  that  guards  American  democracy  today  and  from  which  all
democratically  elected  presidents  are  held  hostage:

“In government councils, we must be attentive to the acquisition of an illegitimate
influence,  whether  or  not  projected  by  the  military-industrial  complex.  The  risk  of  the
development of a usurped power exists and will persist. We will never allow the weight
of this conjunction to threaten our freedoms or democratic processes”.

For his part, Kennedy, in a speech at Columbia University on November 14, 1963, admits
that

“there  is  strong  pressure  from  US  power  groups  to  turn  the  office  of  President  into
something  merely  figurative”

and so, on November 21, 1963, he was forced to sign executive order 11490, “which allows
in an emergency to provide the government with exceptional  measures,  even for  any
dictatorship” and shortly before leaving for Dallas commented to his intimate advisors: “We
have to face the CIA…” while secretly preparing a meeting with Fidel Castro.

All this implied a clear plea to the CIA, a true shadow power-bearer and deeply entrenched
in all the US power apparatus.

Thus, its leaders proceeded to the gestation of an endogenous plot that dealt with the Coup
de Mano against the democratic legality of the American political system and culminated in
the Assassination of Kennedy (Dallas, 1.963). Such a plot would be a work of labyrinthine
engineering that would have as brains the aforementioned unofficial CIA and as necessary
collaborators to the anti-Castro exile in Miami and its connections with the Mafia and the FBI
of  Hoover,  Lee Harvey Oswald as a scapegoat and distraction exercise to deceive the
hounds and as collateral damage the birth of a political system protected by the Fourth
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Power, remaining since then as hostages all successive US Presidents-elect.

At present, the military-industrial complex would have been transformed into the so-called
Department of Homeland Security (Homeland Security) and the primitive hydra-CIA would
have born 17 new heads in the form of intelligence agencies that would integrate the US
Intelligence Community (the Fourth Branch of Government according to Tom Engelhardt),
pathogens of a totalitarian nature and turned into a parallel state and real power in the
shadow. This would make the prophetic words of the so-called “Father of the Constitution”
James Madison, who in number 47 of the Federalist essay, says

“the accumulation of all powers, legislative, executive, and judicial, in the same hands
and whether hereditary, self-appointed, or elective, can be equated with the same
definition of tyranny.”

Given the current  division of  American society into two symmetrical  and irreconcilable
halves, presumably the Fourth Branch of Government uses its resources to get the next
President of the US to implant an Orwellian government that will drink from the sources of
paternalism of soft dictatorships and be characterized by the cult of the leader, the use of
disinformation and Orwellian surveillance of the non-white population and political dissent,
which would de facto be an autocratic government or kind of invisible dictatorship supported
by solid strategies of cohesion (mass manipulation and leader worship).
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